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The topic "Four Seasons" is a very rich and important topic to teach children at the preschool age. &nbsp;the four seasons, when
introduced to students should cover changes in weather, clothing, foods, activities as well as temperature along with other interesting
facts about our weather. &nbsp;children should be introduced to all these topics in a fun and proactive manner.&nbsp;

The following are 4 Different tasks, one for each season that will help the children relate to the idea of 4 seasons.Task 1 &nbsp;Read
a StoryTask 2 Complete an Art activity&nbsp;Task 3 &nbsp;Enjoy a cooking activity&nbsp;Task 4 Design a Literacy booklet

Task 1 &nbsp;Read the story "A book of 4 seasons"Task 2 ArtUse construction paper and paint to make different types of
flowersTask 3cooking snowballs &nbsp;Prepare all ingredients&nbsp;watch video to complete cooking taskTask 4use provided
booklet and different colors of paint related to fall seasons colors. &nbsp;finger paint leaves in different positions, on the tree, under
the tree and so on.

The children are now able to identify the 4 seasons and name them.They are able to distinguish between each seasonThey are able
to discuss details and share information related to the 4 seasons.

Category and Score

Beginning

Developing

Very Good

Excellent

Score

I can name the four
seasons
I can explain weather
changes for each season
I can name different
activities for each season
I can relate different
details for different
seasons
Total Score

The students will enjoy the content, stories, videos, songs and arts and crafts available to them. This will help enforce the ideas and
bring them all together in a way that will attract the children.

This webquest aims to help students and teachers better enjoy studying themes in a classroom setting. &nbsp;having everything at
your fingertips and being able to enjoy interactively with your students makes all the difference in teaching and learning.
Standards
This webquest follows the common core standards.
Credits
A special thank you to Dr. Ghada Awada for all her support and assistance in building webquests. I would also like to thank my
special friend who helped me through every step.
Other
In order to be a great teacher you must enjoy what you do. you must not only teach your children but also learn from them and
always remember to come down to their level in order for you to see through their eyes.
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